HEpiMA: software for the identification of heterogeneity in meta-analysis.
Meta-analysis is a quantitative method available to epidemiologists, psychologists, social scientists and others who wish to produce a summary measure of the effect of exposure on disease, based on results from published studies along with a summary measure of uncertainty. The magnitude of the effect vary from study to study because of differences in the features of these studies (design, population, control of confounding variables etc.). From the various studies an estimator is formed by pooling the results found in each study in one summary measure. This summary (or pooled) measure is meaningful only if the magnitude of heterogeneity between study effects is small and can be explained by sampling variation. In this paper, we present HEpiMA, a new comprehensive and user-friendly software program for epidemiologic meta-analysis. HEpiMA has new features that are not available in other programs. The program carries out a complete study of heterogeneity of study effects with 11 hypothesis test results. In addition to model-based methods, the program also implements bootstrap methodology. New useful estimators of heterogeneity, Ri and CV(B), developed by the authors are given in the output. In addition to these unique features, the major advantage of this software is the option for direct entry of adjusted relative risk estimates of individual studies, the most common form of presentation of results in the epidemiologic literature. This program may also be useful for meta-analysts of clinical trials, in which the relative risk is the parameter of interest as it also allows the entry of crude data under the form of 2x2 tables.